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Filler-Gap Dependencies (FGDs)
Sentences are organized in hierarchical structures.

There are long-distance dependencies between words and phrases 
that are not adjacent in the surface representation of a sentence.

- e.g. English wh-phrases
- Grace knows that Mary Shelley wrote Frankenstein in 1818.
- Grace knows what Mary Shelley wrote __________  in 1818.

Filler Gap



Syntactic Islands
There are a number of constraints on where gaps may be in 
filler-gap dependencies (although distance is not one).

- Who did Stephen King write a story about ____?
- *Who was a story about ____ written by Stephen King?

The types of phrases where gaps cannot appear are called islands.



Plausibility Mismatch Effect & Active Gap Filling
Filler-gap dependencies are actively constructed.

- This is the raven that the man wrote a poem about ______.

Active formation of filler-gap dependencies is constrained by 
syntactic islands.

- This is the raven that the man [that wrote a poem] liked ______.

Attempted Gap Formation, but Plausibility Mismatch: Reading Time Slow-down

No Attempted Gap Formation: No Reading Time Slow-down,
Despite Plausibility Mismatch



Big Questions
Are constraints on FGDs 
grammatical constraints?

Or do they follow from 
limitations on memory?



Adjunct Islands
An adjunct is an optional and structurally dispensable part of a sentence.

- Hannibal had dinner [before Freddy saw a movie].

Adjuncts are typically thought to be a type of island.

- *Which movie did Hannibal have dinner [before Freddy saw ___]?



Variable Island Status: Adjunct Islands
Adjuncts have variable island status depending on the semantics of 
the sentence.

Gaps in adjuncts are perceived to be better depending on the kind of 
events described by the main clauses and the adjunct clause.

- *Which tune did Elle work [whistling ___]?
-   Which tune did Elle arrive [whistling ___]?
-   Which tune did Elle stand around [whistling ___]?

Achievement Verb
Activity Verb

Stative Verb



Truswell (2007)’s Analysis
Island constraints are essentially a rule about dependencies not 
crossing multiple event representations.

Main 
Clause Event 
Structure

Adjunct 
Clause Event 

Structure



Truswell (2007)’s Analysis
- *Which tune did Elle work [whistling ___]?

  | |

-   Which tune did Elle arrive [whistling ___]?

   |

x
✔

Crossing 2 event representations

Crossing 1 event representation



Our Question
Can people notice complex 
relations between events in 

order to guide whether a gap 
is expected in an adjunct?



Our Approach
1. Judgment Study

Is extraction from adjuncts sensitive to the semantics of the VPs?

2. Self-Paced Reading
Do comprehenders use the semantics to anticipate gaps in adjuncts?

3. Electroencephalography Study
Does the timeline of EEG components match the analysis that we proposed in Experiment 2? 



Experiment 1: Judgment Study
N = 24; 1–7 Likert judgment task 

2×2 Design: ±Wh, ±Extractable; 16 items, 16 fillers (50% bad)

- +Extractable: 8 "true achievement" and 8 stative VPs;
- –Extractable: activities and accomplishments



Experiment 1: Judgment Study
–Wh, –Extractable:

- John wondered whether his best friend worked at the office 
[drinking some coffee late this afternoon].

–Wh, +Extractable:

- John wondered whether his best friend arrived at the office  
[drinking some coffee late this afternoon].

No Gaps!



Experiment 1: Judgment Study
+Wh, –Extractable:

- John wondered which coffee his best friend worked at the office 
[drinking ___ late this afternoon]

+Wh, +Extractable:

- John wondered which coffee his best friend arrived at the office 
[drinking ___ late this afternoon]

Good Gaps vs. Bad Gaps



NO?
Is extraction from adjuncts sensitive to the semantics of the VPs?



…but once upon a 
post-hoc analysis… 



Experiment 2: Self-Paced Reading
N = 48; Self-Paced Reading Task; Plausibility Mismatch Paradigm 
(Traxler & Pickering 1996)

2×2 Design: 

- ±Plausible, ±Extractable
- 16 items; 74 fillers
- ---- -- ---- --- ----- ----- like.This is what SPR looks



Experiment 2: SPR
–Extractable, –Plausible:

- John wondered which reports his best friend worked at the office 
[drinking ___

(X?)
] late this afternoon

–Extractable, +Plausible:

- John wondered which coffee his best friend worked at the office 
[drinking ___

(X)
] late this afternoon

Non-composable main clause verbs



Experiment 2: SPR
+Extractable, –Plausible:

- John wondered which reports his best friend arrived at the office 
[drinking ___

(✓?)
] late this afternoon

+Extractable, +Plausible:

- John wondered which coffee his best friend arrived at the office 
[drinking ___

(✓)
] late this afternoon

composable main clause verbs



Experiment 2: SPR Predictions
by the Plausibility Mismatch Paradigm

+Extractable -Extractable

+Plausible OK *OK

-Plausible

Slower 
(match into island, and 
implausibility causes 

confusion)

*OK



Do comprehenders use the semantics to anticipate gaps in adjuncts?

Compare the +Extractables!



p = 0.08

Do comprehenders use the semantics to anticipate gaps in adjuncts?

reverse plausibility mismatch effect?!



Do comprehenders use the semantics to anticipate gaps in adjuncts?

marginally 
significant



effect seems to be driven by 
achievements



Experiment 2: SPR Results
FLIPPING the Plausibility Mismatch Paradigm

+Extractable -Extractable

+Plausible Slower *Slower

-Plausible
Faster?!

… and most especially in 
achievement verbs 

*Slower



Analysis Post-SPR and Judgment Study
Revision & Surprisal

1. Active gap formation avoids islands + adjuncts are islands (cf. Expt 1) = 
- Comprehenders do not initially attempt to link filler and verb in adjunct.

2. Upon encountering a verb in the adjunct clause…
- … if the main verb is an achievement… 
- … and the adjunct verb can take the filler as a plausible argument…
- … then the comprehender will execute a reanalysis process (↑RTs), 

locating a gap in the clause...
1. → Comprehenders will work to create a gap bottom-up.



Analysis Post-SPR and Judgment Study

John wondered which coffee his best friend 

arrived at the office [drinking ___
(✓)

] late this afternoon.

Mental Workspace
which coffee : a filler that needs a gap



Analysis Post-SPR and Judgment Study

John wondered which coffee his best friend 

arrived at the office [drinking ___
(✓)

] late this afternoon.

Mental Workspace
which coffee : a filler that needs a gap

arrived : achievement main verb (+composable…)



Analysis Post-SPR and Judgment Study

John wondered which coffee his best friend 

arrived at the office [drinking ___
(✓)

] late this afternoon.

Mental Workspace
which coffee : a filler that needs a gap

arrived : achievement main verb (+composable…)
adjunct entered!



Analysis Post-SPR and Judgment Study

John wondered which coffee his best friend 

arrived at the office [drinking ___
(✓)

] late this afternoon.

Mental Workspace
which coffee : a filler that needs a gap

arrived : achievement main verb (+composable…)
adjunct entered!

adjunct verb matches main verb!



Analysis Post-SPR and Judgment Study

John wondered which coffee his best friend 

arrived at the office [drinking ___
(✓)

] late this afternoon.

Mental Workspace
which coffee : a filler that needs a gap

arrived : achievement main verb (+composable…)
adjunct entered!

adjunct verb matches main verb!
construct gap - REVISION



Analysis Post-SPR and Judgment Study

John wondered which coffee his best friend 

arrived at the office [drinking ___
(✓)

] late this afternoon.

Mental Workspace
which coffee : a filler that needs a gap

arrived : achievement main verb (+composable…)
adjunct entered!

adjunct verb matches main verb!
construct gap - REVISION

SENTENCE PROCESSED

BUT REVISIO
N 

TAKES LO
NGER



Analysis Post-SPR and Judgment Study

And surprisal at 
-Extractable verbs 

also makes 
processing take 

longer!



Analysis Post-SPR and Judgment Study

but there’s no 
revision and no 

surprisal in 
+extractable, 
-Plausible

Results

+Extractable -Extractable

+Plausible Slower *Slower

-Plausible

Faster?!
… and most 
especially in 
achievement 

verbs 

*Slower



Some Answers?
1. Judgment Study

Is extraction from adjuncts sensitive to the semantics of the VPs?

Sometimes!

2. Self-Paced Reading
Do comprehenders use the semantics to anticipate gaps in adjuncts?

No, but to revise their construction of gaps & add them in!



Experiment 3: Electroencephalography
Recording Electrical Activity of the Brain

Using EEG to confirm our analysis 
because…

a. It’s really fast.
b. It provides functional 

specificity.



+

Experiment 3: EEG Set-Up
N = 9 (24 planned); Rapid Serial Visual Presentation

2×2 Design: 

±Plausible, ±Extractable
144 items; 216 fillers

like.looksRSVPwhatisThis



Experiment 3: Materials
+Extractable Verbs -Extractable Verbs Critical Verbs

arrive work drinking

reach wait reading

leave chat singing

enter play drawing

exit ride eating

go watch knitting

★ no stative verbs (only achievements!)
★ no wh-questions



EEG: ERP Components 
ERP: Event-Related Potential

Component: Wave of ERP Waveform

P600: ~600-800ms; Posterior +

N400: ~300-500ms; Posterior -

LAN: ~300-500ms; Left/Anterior -



EEG: ERP Components 
P600: SURPRISAL

- ungrammatical sentences, building dependencies

N400: LEXICAL ACCESS

- more predicted/activated word, smaller amplitude

LAN: GRAMMATICAL VIOLATIONS? - (controversial)

- indexes some grammatical violations, such as 
agreement and possibly argument structure



Experiment 3: Predictions
1. Surprisal upon entering the 

dependency (P600 at the verb)
➔ corresponding to increased 

reading times for -Extractable 
verbs

2. Reanalysis with right semantics 
(P600 in +Extractable, +Plausible)

3. Unprimed verb if -Extractable 
(N400 at verb)

1s

(fake data!!)

-5µV

5µV

P600, +Extractable/+Plausible = 

creating dependency

N400, -Extractable 

= Unprimed verb 



Experiment 3: Analysis
Using EEGToolbox/ERPLab, we…

a. Automatically removed eye-blinks for each participant
b. Corrected for problematic electrodes
c. High-pass filtered at 0.1 Hz
d. Extracted the critical time slices from the continuous data
e. Low-pass filtered at 40 Hz
f. Grand-averaged across participants





INTERACTION EFFECT
Just not in the specific way we expected...

P600 for +Plausible -Composable (-Extractable)

N400 in the -Plausible (implausible) — less convincing



P600 Distribution





LAN for -Extractable

This shows that people do care specifically about 
whether the verbs compose. Nice! What's odd about this 
is that this is not at all what the LAN is thought to index.



Experiment 3: EEG Results

1. plausibility interacts with the event structure type of the main 
verb… just not the way we wanted it to

2. people care about plausibility of the dependency
3. people care about composability

-

Predictions Results

P600 for +Extractable, +Plausible P600 for -Extractable, +Plausible

N400 for -Extractable (maybe?) N400  for -Plausible

LAN?



Happy Halloween!
Any questions?

You can email me at kohrt008@umn.edu



The people we concluded the talk [ thanking ___. ]
Special thanks to all the people who helped with this study:

🎃 Dustin Chacón
🎃 Trey Sorensen
🎃 Peter O’Neill

🎃 Austin Kraft
🎃 Jon Colz
🎃 our subjects!
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Presentation design

This presentation uses the following typographies:

🎃 Titles: Metal Mania
🎃 Body copy: Averia Serif Libre Light

You can download the fonts on these websites:

http://www.1001fonts.com/metal-mania-font.html

https://www.1001freefonts.com/es/averia_serif_libre.font

You don’t need to keep this slide in your presentation. It’s only here to 
serve you as a design guide if you need to create new slides or download 
the fonts to edit the presentation in PowerPoint®

http://www.1001fonts.com/metal-mania-font.html
https://www.1001freefonts.com/es/averia_serif_libre.font

